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For her first trick in the FES version, Aigis tricks the protagonist by artificially
tying their shoelaces together, all while staring at him with her red eyes. To

help Aigis out, she also provides him with several tools, such as sneakers that
can be tied, belt, ribbon, shoelaces, a building model, a suitcase and an
umbrella. She also provides her repertoire of songs, first by irritating the

protagonist, next by flattering him, and finally by acting as a song in an effort
to reciprocate his love. In these occasions, she shows her skill with voice

modulation. She also sleeps with the protagonist at night, as she has to clean
up after him. Aigis may also have a crush on him. When Aigis gives her first
compliment to the protagonist in the Portable version, saying that he seems
more mature than others her age, he says that he's thankful for that. Aigis

then agrees, saying that he is an "honorable student", and starts to feel
emotional. When the protagonist asks Aigis to confess that she loves him, Aigis

accepts the proposal but the protagonist says he is not interested, and she
agrees that she will not bother him any more. Aigis could have become his
second love, but one that has the same type of relationship as a friend. She

first appears in the sequel to FES as part of the main cast of the Portable
version. In the console version, Aigis takes the place of the female protagonist
after he loses his Shadow, which is obtained through the use of the Breakup
Tower. As Yukari calls her the protagonist's shadow, Aigis is briefly confused,
but says that she is not a shadow, but rather a Persona. After taking over the

main protagonist's persona, Aigis also takes over a few Shadow arcs: Kat,
Kasumi and Aigis herself. Her Persona appears first as a starry night at

dusk.{{webcite|articleurl=http://anime.wikia.com/wiki/Aigis|articlename=Aigis'
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Aigis' mother reveals the truth behind the hijacking to her. Mitsuru saw the
shadow at a similar place when his parents were traveling and his family was

taken. Following his parents' disappearance, Akihiko searched and found a
man claiming to be Labrys' father. He was impaled with a sword, and the last

of his family was killed. After that, Aigis was taken in by the Kirijo Group,
where she was merged with a virtual machine. Akihiko and Aigis's mother saw
the shadow at the present time, and Akihiko asks what happens if the shadows

turn into reality. Aigis claims that the time for that has not yet come. As the
shadows are caused by Nyx' power, it will be difficult for Aigis to control them.

Using her new ability, she protects Aoyama-sensei as he locates Labrys'
Persona. Together they make an assault on the TV world and confront Nyx,
who threatens to kill them all. Now Aigis and Labrys prepare to face her and
the next day, they face her in a huge battle. Nyx is captured and led to be

imprisoned in a TV Show and the shadows are fused into real objects for the
first time. Aigis uses Persona to bring Aoyama-sensei back but reveals to him
that he has already died. Aoyama's spirit agrees to help her. Aigis suggests

they bury Labrys' own Shadow to seal Nyx' power away. As Aigis performs the
ritual to seal Nyx away, however, Aigis' Shadow breaks free. In doing so, the
final piece of Nyx' power is released and Aigis is subsequently transformed
into a giant robot. Aigis then awakens and is able to use Persona again. Nyx
begins to corrupt Akihiko, who begins to see what Aigis' Shadow looks like.
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